In the Department's Alhambra Headquarters, more than 300 employees visited Environmental Programs Division's "The Road to a Waste Free Future," an event that offered insights on how to be green and eco-friendly and emphasized the importance of waste-free living.

A Public Works employee checks out the sea life on display at the Cabrillo Marina Aquarium's booth.

A highlight of the celebration was the enthusiasm and support of children and young adult fans. Ms. Funke, International author of her books and $100 to continue campus environmental projects.

When it comes to environmental messaging, the mantra is "Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Rethink." And never have the four R's been delivered with the energy demonstrated by "Al Luminum" and "Polly Ethylene," who bring them to hundreds of K-6 graders every day of the school week.
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